This was the backdrop against which BCRA was enacted. There is no legislative
history identifying ballot measure activity as a source of corruption that BCRA aimed to
remedy. BCRA did not direct any change to the Commission regulation defining an
“election” as the process by which individuals seek office,4 nor did the Commission make
any change to that regulation in its post-BCRA rulemakings. Despite heavy scrutiny by
the law’s sponsors of all of the Commission’s rulemakings implementing BCRA, the
sponsors never challenged that omission.
The foregoing merely establishes that a federal officeholder’s efforts to support or
oppose a ballot measure are not per se restricted under BCRA. It does not end the
analysis. As has been noted, the risks of corruption may be minimized in the ballot
initiative context, but preventing corruption (or the appearance of corruption) was only
one of the goals of BCRA. The second animating philosophy of the law is to prevent
circumvention.
In BCRA, Congress made a conscious decision to limit certain non-federal
activity that had the potential to influence federal elections.5 The concern was that
without such limits, federal candidates could circumvent the law by raising non-federal
funds for State party or candidate activities that would benefit all the party’s candidates,
federal and non-federal. Where a federal candidate proposes to establish, finance,
maintain, and control a ballot measure committee that will raise and spend non-federal
funds to promote (or oppose) an initiative that is on the same ballot on which he is
running for election, that anti-circumvention purpose is implicated. That is the
circumstance that was presented to the Commission by Representative Flake in Advisory
Opinion Request 2003-12, and our analysis of the instant request requires some
discussion of that earlier opinion.
When considering Rep. Flake’s request, Commission consensus developed around
a compromise ruling with which perhaps no Commissioner was completely satisfied.
While we continue to believe that the result in AO 2003-12 was substantially correct, we
believe that the reasoning was faulty. In that opinion, the Commission concluded that
much of what Rep. Flake proposed to do should be regulated because it was “in
connection with an election other than an election for Federal office.”6 We believe that
the better analysis, and one more reflective of the real issues presented by Rep. Flake,
would have rested on a conclusion that where a federal candidate establishes, maintains,
finances or controls a ballot measure committee, on an issue with which that candidate is
closely identified, and the committee raises and spends soft money to influence voting on
a day on which that candidate is himself on the ballot, then the candidate and the
committee’s activities are “in connection with an election for Federal office,” that is, the
candidate’s own election.
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For the sake of compromise, the Commission drew a distinction between activities that occur before the
initiative qualifies for the ballot (which were not regulated under the opinion), and those that take place
after the initiative so qualifies (which were regulated). We would have preferred to have regulated the prequalification activities as well.
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